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These techniques have
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design limit further imthe precision limitation for such systems and highlights the importance of
RRAM device resolution in low-resistance states.
provement of performance.
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Besides, these techniques
are all based on the complementary metal–oxide–
h APPROXIMATE COMPUTING IS an emerging semiconductor (CMOS) technology, despite the
design paradigm that is able to achieve better circumstance where device technology innovations
energy efficiency by trading off the quality (e.g., have offered a great opportunity for radically differaccuracy) and effort (e.g., energy) of computation ent forms of architecture design [7].
In recent years, the innovation of resistive[2]. Approximate computing takes advantage of the
characteristic that many modern applications, such switching random access memory (RRAM) devices
as machine learning and signal processing, are has demonstrated a promising solution to the
able to produce results with acceptable quality implementation of approximate computing. The
even if many calculations are executed imprecisely RRAM device and the crossbar structure provide
[3]. The tolerance of imprecise computation can an innovative alternative to the von Neumann
be leveraged to acquire substantial performance architecture by changing the architecture to
gains and has inspired a wide range of architec- combine computation and memory together, and
naturally realizing the matrix–vector multiplication.
tural innovations [4].
Recent work in approximate computing mainly Based on these characteristics, the RRAM devices
has focused on the design of basic elements, are able to implement artificial neural networks
such as approximate adders and logics [5], [6]. (ANNs) and realize a RRAM-based approximate
computing (RAC) framework which has been demColor versions of one or more of the figures in this paper are available
onstrated hundreds of times of power efficiency
online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.
gains compared with the central processing unit
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puting systems, whose accuracy will be influenced
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Figure 1. Overview of RRAM-based approximate computing (RAC).

by the algorithm or the functionality of the system,
the precision of RAC is also impacted by two other
factors: 1) the bit level of RRAM devices; and
2) the resolution of the interface between digital systems and analog RAC units.
On the one hand, the functionality of RAC
directly depends on the resistance states of RRAM
devices. The ideal RAC requires continuous variable resistance states. However, the RRAM resistance states are usually quantized to discrete levels
to reduce the complexity of write circuit design
and realize a quick RRAM state tuning. The deviation of RRAM resistance caused by bit-level quantization will significantly impact the precision of
RAC [9].
On the other hand, the interfaces between digital and analog units are always key considerations
of RAC. The RRAM crossbar realizes matrix operations in analog. Analog-to-digital and digital-toanalog converters (AD/DAs) are usually required in
this mixed-signal system to bridge the digital part
and RRAM-based analog signal processing units.
The resolution of AD/DA will directly limit the precision of RAC. Moreover, compared with the high
density and efficiency of RRAM units, AD/DAs not
only take up most of the chip area, but also consume much more power than RRAM devices and
other analog peripheral circuits. The overhead of
data conversions also significantly hinder the potential efficiency gains of RAC [1].
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In this work, we first investigate the distribution and impact
of RRAM bit level and demonstrate the effectiveness of different RRAM resistance quantizing
methods. We then analyze the
impact of AD/DA interface on
the precision of RAC. Moreover,
a joint analysis of the RRAM bit
level and AD/DA resolution is
presented. Finally, recent work
[1] introduced a more flexible
configuration of RAC interface
resolution by MErging the Interface (MEI) into the RRAM crossbar itself. The impact of RRAM
bit level and interface resolution on MEI is also discussed in
this work.

Preliminaries
RRAM device characteristics and
crossbar structure
A RRAM device is a passive two-port element
with variable resistance states. The key structure is
a resistive switching layer, which can move when a
large voltage is applied on the device [10].
The RRAM devices can be used to build the
crossbar structure as shown in Figure 1. The relationship between the input voltage Bvector[ ð~
Vi Þ
~
and output voltage Bvector[ ðVo Þ can be expressed
as follows [11]:
X
Vo; j ¼
ck; j  Vi;k
(1)
k

where k ðk ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; N Þ and j ðj ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; MÞ are
the indexes of input and output ports of the crossbar. The parameter ck; j can be represented by the
conductivity of the RRAM device ðgk; j Þ and the
load resistor ðRs Þ as
ck; j ¼ gk; j  RS :

(2)

Therefore, the RRAM crossbar array is able to perform analog matrix–vector multiplication and the
parameters of the matrix depend on the RRAM resistance states.1
Since both Rs and gk; j can only be positive, two crossbar arrays are usually required to represent positive and negative weights by the subtraction of paired
RRAM devices.
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RRAM-based approximate computing (RAC)
With the RRAM crossbar structure, RAC can be
implemented by realizing analog ANNs, where
the RRAM-based ANN works as a universal approximator [8].
An ANN processes the data by executing the
following operations layer by layer:
~
yj ¼ f ðWij  ~
xi þ ~
bi Þ

(3)

yj represent the data in the ith and
where ~
xi and ~
jthlayers of the network, respectively. Wij is the
weight matrix between layer i and layer j. f ðxÞ is a
nonlinear activation function, e.g., the sigmoid
function f ðxÞ ¼ 1=ð1 þ ex Þ.
The basic building blocks of an ANN are the
matrix–vector multiplication and the nonlinear activation function, which can be implemented with
RRAM crossbar and analog peripheral circuits, respectively [8].
An artificial neural networks is an Bend-to-end[
model, which is able to learn the relationship between the input and output data automatically.
Specifically, an ANN can be configured as an efficient model to fit complex numerical functions
and realize the RAC as shown in Figure 1. It has
been demonstrated that hundreds of times of
power efficiency gains can be achieved by executing analog approximate computing compared with
the CPU [8].

range of the RRAM device, the dynamic range of
converted results is so small that the RRAM state
may easily saturate [8], [12].
In order to minimize risk of improper parameter
conversion and tolerate process variation, Li et al.
[8] analyzed the relationship between the RRAM
resistance state and neural approximator parameter [Wij in (3)] and proposed a mapping method
as follows:
(

1
Rpos
1
Rneg

¼ gpos ¼ gmid þ 2RwS
¼ gneg ¼ gmid  2RwS

(4)

Exploring the precision limitation
of RAC

where gpos and gneg represent the mapped RRAM
conductance states in the positive and negative
crossbar arrays, respectively. gmid is the median of
RRAM conductance states which takes process variation into consideration and avoids improper converting [8].
In neural approximator, parameters ðwÞ are usually small and around zero. According to (4), most
mapped RRAM resistance states (Rpos and Rneg )
will fall into a small range around 1=gmid . Figure 2
demonstrates a case study of the distribution of the
neural network parameters ðWij Þ and the mapped
RRAM resistance states of the positive crossbar
ðRpos Þ. The parameters are taken from the first layer
of the neural approximators for six benchmarks
[4]. The RRAM resistance range is set to 500 –
10 k [10]. The load resistance RS is set to 2 k
[9]. The result illustrates that the mapped RRAM
resistance states fall into a narrow range around
1 k.

Impact of RRAM resistance resolution
Generally speaking, the resistance range of
RRAM devices is usually quantized to discrete
levels for RRAM state tuning and reducing the
complexity of write circuit design. However, the
ideal RAC requires continuous variable resistance
states. The resistance resolution will significantly
influence the precision of RAC.
The weights of a neural approximator depend
on the resistance states of RRAM devices in the
crossbar structure directly. As described in (2), the
RAC parameters need to be mapped to the appropriate states of RRAM devices in the crossbar. Improperly converting the network weights to the
RRAM conductance states may result in many
problems: the converted results exceed the actual

Figure 2. Distribution of the parameter range ðWij Þ in
the first layer of neural approximator for six
benchmarks [4], and the corresponding RRAM
resistance states in the positive crossbar array
mapped by (4). (a) Approximator parameters ðWij Þ.
(b) Mapped RRAM resistance ðÞ.
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Figure 3. Impact of RRAM bit level and AD/DA resolution on the precision of a 2  8  2 RAC for
robotics. (a) The bit level of AD/DA is set to 8 b when quantizing the RRAM resistance state. (b) RAC
precision under different AD/DA bit level and RRAM bit level.

The RRAM is usually equipped with a very large
range of resistance state to enable multilevel storage and enlarge the interval between two neighbor
levels. However, the neural approximator parameter w depends on the inversion of the RRAM resistance. Although the RRAM devices are known to
have a large range of resistance states, most highresistance states will contribute little to the magnitude of the inversion. As a result, RAC will make
use of only a small part of RRAM resistance range
in low resistance, and the high-resistance state is
seldom reached. When the RRAM device is used
for approximate computing, most quantization
effort should be paid to carefully tuning the lowresistance state, instead of the whole resistance
range.
Specifically, we evaluate the impact of two quantization methods, i.e., only quantizing the lowresistance states and quantizing the whole resistance states uniformly, on the RAC precision. We
use a 2  8  2 RAC2 for robotics with 8-b AD/DA as
a case study [4]. The experiment setup is the same
as Figure 2. The RRAM resistance range is set to
500 –10 k as reported in [10]. The medium resistance is set to 1 k as the load resistance RS is
set to 2 k as [9]. We choose the maximum narrow
resistance as the low-resistance states to be quantized, i.e., 500–1500 , which evenly distributes
2
An I  H  O RAC represents that the RAC consists of a three-layer ANN with I
nodes in the input layer, H nodes in the hidden layer, and O nodes in the output
layer.
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around the medium resistance. Finally, the parameters that exceed the mapping range of (4), i.e.,
½2Rs gmid ; 2Rs gmid  ¼ ½4; 4, will be truncated in
case of overflow. The results are illustrated in
Figure 3a. Conclusions can be drawn as follows.
h

As the mapping relationship depends on the
inversion of the RRAM resistance, the lowresistance states will contribute significantly to
the mapped neural approximator parameters w.
Compared with the method which only enables
high resolution in low-resistance states (500–
1500 ), the error rate increases drastically after
quantizing uniformly the whole resistance range
(500 –10 k), especially when the bit level is
low. This result is expected because most
mapped RRAM states will be quantized to the
same low-resistance state in this method, which
will lead to a large deviation of approximator
parameters.
h The result also demonstrates that the method
which uniformly quantizes the whole resistance
range requires around four more bits to achieve
a comparable resolution of low-resistance states
and realize a similar precision. This phenomenon can be predicted as the ratio of the resistance range to be quantized by two methods is
((10 k–500 )/(1500–500 ))  3.3 b.
h Finally, the results show that the bit-level requirement for RAC system is kind of Bstrict.[ A 6-b
RRAM device is expected to achieve an acceptable
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precision. However, the precision no longer improves after
the RRAM device reaches a
certain bit level. And thus
we do not need to go beyond
those bit levels (e.g., 8 b).

Impact of the interface
The RRAM system executes
approximate computing in analog. Interfaces, e.g., AD/DAs,
are usually required in this Figure 4. (a) Original RAC with AD/DAs. (b) Basic idea of MEI [1].
mixed-signal system to bridge
the digital part and the analog RAC unit. The reso- devices directly determine the functionality of neulution of AD/DA will also limit the precision of ral approximator. A better resolution or a better bit
RAC. We use the same benchmarks in the Impact level of RRAM devices can usually lead to a better
of RRAM resistance resolution section to demon- precision of RAC.
strate the impact of AD/DA resolution. The result is
shown in Figure 3b. A similar trend can be found Exploring the precision limitation
in the results, where the error rate decreases with of MEI
the rise of bit level of AD/DA. And the precision of
RAC begins to saturate again after we raise the AD/ Merging the interface (MEI)
DA bit level to 8-b resolution.
In the original RAC, the AD/DA not only limits
the precision of RAC, but also takes up most of the
chip area and power consumption. For example,
Joint analysis
We further analyze the impact of interface reso- for the 2  8  2 RAC benchmark used in previous
lution and RRAM bit level jointly. We evaluate the sections, RRAM devices only account for 1% proprecision of RAC under different AD/DA bit level portion of the whole system. In contrast, AD/DAs
and RRAM bit level. The results are illustrated in contribute to a significant portion (>85%) of the
Figure 3b. Compared with the interface resolution, area and power consumption [1]. Consequently,
the RRAM bit level demonstrates to have more im- the potential efficiency gains of RAC are significantly hindered by the interface overhead.
pact on the RAC precision.
In order to reduce the interface overhead,
Specifically, for the case study of a 2  8  2
RAC for robotics, the inflection, where the preci- Li et al. [1] introduced the MEI technique as demsion starts to increase slowly, is 6 and 8 b for AD/ onstrated in Figure 4 The basic idea is inspired by
DA and RRAM devices, respectively. The bit-level the Bend-to-end[ characteristic of ANN. MEI tries to
requirement of RRAM devices for RAC demon- make the neural approximator directly learn the
strates to be higher than the AD/DA interface. relationship between the binary 0/1 arrays repreMoreover, the precision begins to stall when the bit senting the input and output digital signals, instead
level of AD/DA interface becomes 8 b. As the RAC of approximating the function between the analog
calculates the relationship between the input and value converted by AD/DA. For example, for a
output signals approximately, increasing the resolu- traditional I  H  O RAC equipped with B-bit
tion of AD/DA interface will have little effect on AD/DAs, MEI will directly set I  B and O  B
the RAC precision, especially when the AD/DA res- ports in the input layer and the output layer of MEI,
olution gets better than the precision of RAC. In respectively. Digital 0/1 signals will be set to MEI in
our study, a 6–8-b AD/DA is usually sufficient to parallel, and MEI will directly calculate the correperform a wide range of approximate computing sponding digital output arrays. Therefore, MEI is
tasks [4]. However, we can still improve the preci- able to directly connect to digital systems without
sion, though very slowly, by increasing the RRAM requiring AD/DAs. Simulation results demonstrate
bit level from 8 to 12 b. The parameters of RRAM that MEI significantly saves 54.63%–86.14% area
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Figure 5. Impact of RRAM bit level and AD/DA resolution on the precision of a ð2  BÞ  32  ð2  BÞ RAC
with MEI for robotics. (a) The input/output bit level of MEI is set to 8 b when quantizing the RRAM
resistance state. (b) MEI precision under different input/output bit level and RRAM bit level.

and reduces 61.82%–86.8% power consumption
under quality guarantees in a set of six diverse
benchmarks.

Impact of the resolution of RRAM and
input signals
We also evaluate the impact of RRAM bit level
and input/output resolution on the precision of
MEI. The 2  8  2 RAC for robotics is used again
with the same experimental setup. We scale up the
RAC with MEI to ð2  BÞ  32  ð2  BÞas in [1],
where B represents the number of input/output
ports in MEI (i.e., the resolution of the interface).
We first set the input and output resolution of
MEI to 8 b when quantizing RRAM resistance. The
results are illustrated in Figure 5a. Compared with
the original architecture with AD/DAs, MEI also requires to pay more attention to the low-resistance
states when quantizing the RRAM devices. 8 b is
expected to achieve an acceptable precision. However, MEI performs worse than the original RAC
with AD/DA when the bit level is low. This phenomenon may come from the scale of MEI. As MEI
expands a B-bit analog port to an array of B 0-1 signal ports, B2 RRAM devices are demanded in MEI
compared with the original RAC with AD/DA. And
thus the larger number of RRAM devices will magnify the fluctuation, which will lead to larger sensitivity of RRAM bit level for MEI when the resistance
resolution is low. However, after the RRAM bit level
reaches a certain value, e.g., 8 b, MEI is able to
demonstrate better robustness to RRAM process
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variation as it is easier for the large number of
RRAM devices to compensate and cooperate with
each other under small fluctuation [1].
We then evaluate the impact of input/output
port number to the precision of MEI. Figure 5b
illustrates the simulation results. The precision
also begins to stall after the number of input/
output ports reaches 10 b. And compared with the
original RAC, where the precision begins to saturate after the bit level of AD/DA reaches 8 b, MEI
trends to reap more benefits by exposing and increasing the resolution of input/output ports.
Finally, Figure 5b demonstrates a joint evaluation of the precision of MEI between the RRAM
bit level and input/output number. Compared with
the number of input/output ports (bit level of interface), the RRAM bit level has more impact on
the precision of MEI. For the case study of a
ð2  BÞ  32  ð2  BÞ, the precision begins to saturate after the input/output number and RRAM bit
level come to 10 and 14 b, respectively. At the same
time, as the cost of increasing the interface resolution of MEI, where we only need to increase the
number of input/output ports and train a better
neural approximator, is much lower than improving
the resolution of AD/DA, MEI makes it possible to
let the designer focus on optimizing the resistance
resolution of RRAM devices, instead of trading off
between the AD/DA choice and RRAM bit level.

RAC PROVIDES A promising solution to boost performance and power efficiency. In this work, we
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demonstrate that both the interface resolution and
RRAM bit level are important to the precision of
RAC. Moreover, experimental results illustrate that
the precision no longer improves after the RRAM
device or the AD/DA resolution reaches a certain
bit level, and thus we do not need to go beyond
those bit levels. Finally, we also compare the efficiency of different quantizing methods for RRAM
resistance states, and demonstrate that we should
pay more attention to the resolution of RRAM devices in low-resistance states, instead of the whole
resistance states.
h
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